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Market overview

A key theme to emerge during the quarter was indication of a more favourable global macro
backdrop. Despite some mixed signals, the US economy remains resilient, while Europe and the

UK show signs of gradually exiting their recessions. Activity in China also seems to be stabilising.
At the same time, core central banks are still confident that the disinflation trend remains intact,
despite some recent setbacks in inflation prints. Policymakers have often highlighted that they
are in no rush to cut rates – with markets now generally pricing the start of the easing cycles to
begin this summer. The Federal Reserve, European Central Bank and Bank of England all left
interest rates unchanged over the quarter.

One major development over the quarter is that markets have recalibrated their pricing for
expected central bank cuts over this year. At the end of last year, markets were pricing in an
aggressive rate cutting cycle, but then swiftly move to temper those forecasts. This re-pricing

contributed to negative returns for global government bond markets over the quarter. Despite
the belief of many that it was the anticipation of a ‘Fed-pivot’ that contributed to the rally in equity
markets in late 2023, equity markets proved to be immune to this bond market sell-off as global
growth and business confidence showed signs of resilience and investors focused on the
potential offered by AI.

Government yields rose in all the major markets. In the US, 10-year treasury yields rose from
3.88% to 4.21%, while German 10-year bunds similarly saw yields rise from 2.01% to 2.30%.
Mirroring this backdrop of rising yields, UK government bonds produced a return of -1.62%

(FTSE Actuaries) over the first quarter, with the benchmark 10-year gilt yield rising from 3.54%
to 3.94%. The bulk of this move occurred in the first two weeks of January, before largely trading
in a range between 4% and 4.2% for the rest of the quarter. The rising yield environment helped
short-dated bonds to outperform their longer-dated equivalents.

In contrast to the losses in the government bond market, the sterling investment grade credit
market (iBoxx non-gilt index) returned 0.06% over the quarter, with the effect of higher yields
mitigated by tighter credit spreads and the higher carry in this area. The shorter duration of the
credit market index also helped offset some of the government market headwind. The average

sterling investment grade credit spread (the average extra yield available from non-gilt bonds
compared with government debt of equal maturity) tightened from 1.15% to 1.02% (iBoxx). Given
the rise in yields, sectors with a greater proportion of long-dated bonds performed poorly,
including utilities and social housing. Of the major sectors, supranationals was the worst
performing sector, while in financials, the banks and insurance sectors performed well.

Issuance picked up in the first three months of the year compared to the fourth quarter of 2024,
but overall supply in key areas such as financials was materially lower than the same period last
year. This helped spreads tighten in bank and insurance sector.

Portfolio commentary

Our portfolios generally saw a positive return in the period, ahead of the iBoxx Sterling Non-Gilt
index used by most as a benchmark. The main driver of positive performance was the
combination of our sector allocation and stock positioning. At a sector level, our underweight
position in supranationals and overweight in both insurance and structured were the main
positives as supranationals continued to lag the wider market, having also underperformed in
the second half of 2023. Stock selection in insurance and bank bonds also contributed strongly.
These positive contributions from bank and insurance stocks were broad-based. Our bias

towards subordinated bonds was helpful, particularly AT1s which continued to outperform the
wider market. Our exposure to structured bonds was also positive, despite the negative impact
of our holding in Thames Water.

Thames Water shareholders had previously announced an intention to inject £750m of equity
into the utility by March 2025, with £500m of this anticipated by March 2024. In late March, and
following discussions with OfWat, the necessary conditions for that initial injection had not been
met. This has been negatively received by credit markets – as was the S&P downgrade to BBB-
after the end of the quarter. We continue to believe that liquidity in the operating company

remains satisfactory and that the business can continue to fund itself and serve its customers.
Equally, until regulatory clarity is received, we expect newsflow to be negative. However, we
believe that valuations remain attractive on a fundamental basis, given the strength of protection
afforded via the regulated asset base and an expectation that a regulatory determination in June
will allow the company to gain shareholder support and avoid a scenario in which taxpayer
money is required to support the company. We believe that the risk in the business remains
political in nature, as higher returns to incentivise the significant investment that is required to
enhance the network will require price rises for consumers. Nationalisation or a change in the

regulatory regime would create wider ramifications for the funding of UK infrastructure and
impose significant liabilities on UK taxpayers.

We remain in the safest part of the capital structure – operating company debt that is closest to
the assets and holdings remain part of a very diversified portfolio of lending decisions.
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Portfolio activity

New issue activity remained a key focus over the quarter. A notable trend has been the reduction
in the new issue premia (the additional yield required to sell new bonds) and at times, book
building sizes have looked extraordinary – suggesting huge latent demand. This has led to some
caution on our part – we still believe that credit spreads more than compensate credit investors
for the risk of default, but are equally aware that demand in certain parts of the market can lead
to less favourable pricing.

Financials continued to dominate primary market activity during the quarter. Here we added
senior bonds from Metropolitan Life, these bonds ranking alongside policyholders in seniority, in
addition we participated in the issues for Barclays senior bonds at around 200bps over
equivalent gilts and UK mortgage specialist OSB at a yield of over 8.5%. We also added AT1
bonds from French bank BNP Paribas and Investec, with the Investec issue coming with a yield
above 10%.

Exposure to structured bonds remains a cornerstone of our process and portfolios. Issuance has
been somewhat low in recent months, but there were opportunities in the sector during the
quarter. Examples included Land Securities and Gatwick Funding, the latter secured on

cashflows from the airport. We also added a rare new issue from Telereal – the latter secured
on BT telephone exchanges.

Demand from annuity buyers has supported longer-dated high quality bonds. In a number of
areas, this has pushed spreads to levels that we feel were unattractive, and we took advantage
of the higher demand for these bonds to take profits and recycle into more attractive areas. Our
exposure to social housing was an example of this. Here we took profits on Blend and Housing
& Care 21, after spreads had tightened to materially lower levels than the wider market. These
monies were initially recycled into gilts to maintain duration, but then reinvested into more

attractive opportunities in both new issue and secondary market.

We remain cautious around utilities as valuations are generally not as appealing as other areas
of the market. However, during the quarter, we felt that valuations in the gas sector, an area we
had reduced in recent years, had improved significantly, with credit spreads materially wider than
those in the regulated electricity sector. As a result, we were happy to purchase a new issue
from the UK’s largest gas distribution network Cadent, as well bonds from APT Pipelines in the
secondary market. In the water sector, there has been limited contagion from Thames Water,
and we believe it is unlikely that we see removal of support from regulated asset bases across

the sector. We added new issues of operating company level bonds from Northumbrian Water
and Southern Water, both at attractive yield premiums.

Finally, we added a new 33-year bond from Motability, who help disabled people and their
families lease cars, scooters or wheelchairs. We also picked up a new 2036 euro-denominated
issue from Dutch telecommunications company KPN. The company has strong ESG credentials,
and the bonds came at an attractive yield premium to the market.

Outlook

The rally in bond yields seen late last year, prompted by hopes that falling inflation would lead
to relatively rapid and numerous interest rate cuts, was largely unwound in the first two weeks
of 2024. This reflects the change in interest rate expectations and the sensitivity of markets to
incoming economic data. Looking at market pricing, UK base rates are projected to be around
4.5% at the end of 2024, this is in contrast to the 12-month outlook, where markets were
projecting rates below 4%. We expect yields to remain sensitive to economic data, and unless
there is a significant deterioration in underlying trends, we expect this to lead to range bound-

yields and the opportunity to add/trim duration as markets react to individual data points.

Headline inflation is expected to reach the 2% Bank of England target level in the next few
months. However, we are mindful that underlying pressures in the labour market and parts of
the services sector mean that headline inflation figures may be somewhat misleading. In
addition, data since the start of the year suggests that the UK is growing again – albeit slowly.
This trend can be seen in the US and euro zone as well. Overall, the global tone is that rate cuts
are not going to come through as quickly as anticipated and that the neutral level may be a bit
higher than previously thought.

With bond yields generally higher than they were at the start of the year, and interest rate cuts
now closer, we believe that overall government bond yields look attractive. Credit spreads have
come in further – and are now looking somewhat tight in longer-dated bonds – but continue to
compensate credit investors for the risk of default. From a credit spread perspective we continue
to find better value in shorter-dated credit bonds, but with absolute yields at attractive levels we
prefer to be broadly neutral in overall duration positioning, with a bias to extend on further rises
in yields.

We target – and achieve – a material yield premium over the market level in our sterling credit

strategies. We mitigate the risks by maintaining highly diversified portfolios, with a bias towards
bonds that offer greater security and downside protection. Our view remains that over the
medium term our focus on delivering greater income than the benchmark will generate
outperformance.
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Please click on the links below for further information:
www.rlam.co.uk/institutional-investors/responsible-investment/responsible-investment-at-rlam/stewardship-and-responsible-investment-re p o r t / www.rlam.com/uk/intermediaries/responsible-investment/ www.rlam.com/globalassets/media/literature/emails/royal-london-sterling-credit-esg-analysis.pd f /

www.rlam.com/globalassets/media/literature/emails/royal-london-voting-and-engagement---web-version.pdf/ www.rlam.com/globalassets/media/literature/reports/2023/tcfd-rlam-climate-report-2022.pdf 0

Find out more

In an uncertain geopolitical and economic environment, we recognise the importance of
keeping our clients updated on our current investment thinking.

Articles, videos, podcasts and webinars giving the latest views of our investment experts
can be found in the Our Views section of www.rlam.com, including regular updates from
our Fixed Income, Global Equity, Sustainable and Multi Asset teams.
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